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Disclaimer

Publication of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. In the United States and Canada the group of
companies affiliated with Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany operates under individual business
names (EMD Serono, Millipore Sigma, EMD Performance Materials). To reflect such fact and to
avoid any misconceptions of the reader of the publication certain logos, terms and business
descriptions of the publication have been substituted or additional descriptions have been
added. This version of the publication, therefore, slightly deviates from the otherwise identical
version of the publication provided outside the United States and Canada.
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements and financial indicators
This communication may include “forward-looking statements.” Statements that include words such as “anticipate,” “expect,” “should,” “would,” “intend,” “plan,” “project,” “seek,” “believe,” “will,” and other
words of similar meaning in connection with future events or future operating or financial performance are often used to identify forward-looking statements. All statements in this communication, other than
those relating to historical information or current conditions, are forward-looking statements. We intend these forward-looking statements to be covered by the safe harbor provisions for forward-looking
statements in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond control of Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany, which could cause actual results to differ materially from such statements.
Risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to: the risks of more restrictive regulatory requirements regarding drug pricing, reimbursement and approval; the risk of stricter regulations for the
manufacture, testing and marketing of products; the risk of destabilization of political systems and the establishment of trade barriers; the risk of a changing marketing environment for multiple sclerosis
products in the European Union; the risk of greater competitive pressure due to biosimilars; the risks of research and development; the risks of discontinuing development projects and regulatory approval of
developed medicines; the risk of a temporary ban on products/production facilities or of non-registration of products due to non-compliance with quality standards; the risk of an import ban on products to the
United States due to an FDA warning letter; the risks of dependency on suppliers; risks due to product-related crime and espionage; risks in relation to the use of financial instruments; liquidity risks;
counterparty risks; market risks; risks of impairment on balance sheet items; risks from pension obligations; risks from product-related and patent law disputes; risks from antitrust law proceedings; risks
from drug pricing by the divested Generics Group; risks in human resources; risks from e-crime and cyber attacks; risks due to failure of business-critical information technology applications or to failure of
data center capacity; environmental and safety risks; unanticipated contract or regulatory issues; a potential downgrade in the rating of the indebtedness of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany; downward
pressure on the common stock price of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany and its impact on goodwill impairment evaluations as well as the impact of future regulatory or legislative actions.
The foregoing review of important factors should not be construed as exhaustive and should be read in conjunction with the other cautionary statements that are included elsewhere, including the Report on
Risks and Opportunities Section of the most recent annual report and quarterly report of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Any forward-looking statements made in this communication are qualified in their
entirety by these cautionary statements, and there can be no assurance that the actual results or developments anticipated by us will be realized or, even if substantially realized, that they will have the
expected consequences to, or effects on, us or our business or operations. Except to the extent required by applicable law, we undertake no obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking
statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise.
This presentation contains certain financial indicators such as EBITDA pre adjustments, net financial debt and earnings per share pre adjustments, which are not defined by International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS). These financial indicators should not be taken into account in order to assess the performance of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany in isolation or used as an alternative to the financial
indicators presented in the consolidated financial statements and determined in accordance with IFRS. The figures presented in this statement have been rounded. This may lead to individual values not adding
up to the totals presented.
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Capital allocation
& portfolio roles

Group
Optimized capital allocation through distinct portfolio roles
Roles determined by thorough analysis of
markets and competitive positions
Competitive position

EPUs in this category
represent <5% of
enterprise sales

5

Non-BIG3

▪ Enterprise Portfolio Units (EPUs) with
different roles drive balance between strong
cash generation & targeted capital allocation

…

Invest for
Growth

Evaluate

BIG3

1

Invest for
Leadership

…

▪ Segmentation in planning units allows right level
of granularity in market & competitive analysis
(vs. sector level or product level)

…

Market attractiveness

Manage
for Cash

illustration

Investment focus on businesses with greatest
strengths and attractive opportunities

Strong, well-positioned portfolio
Enterprise setup allows boosted investment
capacity and optionality that would be
unattainable to 3 standalone businesses
No need for further diversification
(within or across sectors) or target sector ratios

Group
Portfolio roles provide clear guidance to resource allocation
Simplified portfolio unit
life cycle

Invest for
Growth

Leadership
1

Manage
for Cash

Evaluate
▪ Build/partner
▪ Back on track
▪ Consider divestment

Top-line growth
Margin focus
Transformational
M&A

(

Bolt-on

Invest (Capex/R&D)
High importance
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Low importance

)

Group
Financial flexibility fueling investment capacity
Accelerated deleveraging to <2x net debt
to EBITDA pre ratio enables
unprecedented financial flexibility

M&A1

with BIG3 capital
allocation target of

R&D

>70%

2021-2025

* >50% statement primarily valid for R&D and CAPEX plan,
future M&A purely illustrative as it is deal-dependent
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M&A: Mergers and Acquisitions

CAPEX

Capex

1

▪ Strong operating cash flow & increased debt capacity

▪ High single-digit € bn financial flexibility by end of 2022
▪ Continued higher likelihood of bolt-on vs. large transformational deals
Clear focus on innovation & further development of pipeline productivity

*

higher investment

R&D

>50%

M&A

Investment € bn share
illustration

Abundant growth opportunities make strategic capital
allocation more important than ever

▪ Life Science: accelerating targeted R&D scale-up to capture trends & strengthen portfolio
▪ Electronics: continuous alignment with customer technology roadmaps incl. new R&D labs
▪ Healthcare: driving “R&D productivity” to benchmark levels with focused leadership

More complex & multifaceted CAPEX decisions requiring discipline
Rich growth opportunities driven by demand step changes, e.g.
▪ Process Solutions capacity & network expansion, targeted scaling of high value
CDMO/CTO services across traditional & novel modalities
▪ Semi capacity expansion in line with customer demand & smart localization

Annual capex guidance: from ~€1.5 bn in 2021 to ~€2 bn by 2023
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organizational
agility & cost
discipline

Organizational agility part of DNA and further reinforced
with each successful transformation
Just like people, processes & systems are
continuously improving …
Continuous simplification
& harmonization
with global scope

Operating
model

People

Processes
& systems

Transformation programs
(Fit for 2018, Bright Future, …)

Efficient end-to-end
processes with
focus on customers
Leveraging innovative
technologies
Quality improvements
& cost savings

… leading to increasing efficiencies
and scalability of the organization
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Proven track record
of organizational agility

Successful carveouts
& integrations
MBS
Successful management
of Covid-19

processes &
systems ready
for growth!

MBS
Leveraging organizational agility
Efficiency
gains

€80 m
22%

Global service
experts
serving 279
legal entities in
57 countries

900+
120+

Permanent cost savings since 2016
95% achieved by the end of 2021
Personnel cost reduction
in Group functions*

Continuously
expanding service
delivery scope…

Roles shifted to shared
service centers
Transformation projects
completed by end of 2021

Employee
Services

Finance
Services

Country
Services

Buy & Pay
Services

Global Support
Center

A scalable platform ready for growth!
✓

Cost efficient & sustainable quality through improved organizational
structure and global end-to-end service delivery across functions

✓

Enabling further efficiencies and business agility due to
centralization, simplification and increased automation of tasks

*in Human Resources, Finance, Procurement since 2016
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NEW SERVICES

Group
Sustainable culture of cost consciousness fueling efficient growth
Permanent cost discipline
part of DNA

Fully integrated into
organization

Various ongoing, successful initiatives
targeted at primary spend

✓ Cost consciousness translated into
processes & systems

✓ Biggest cost items in permanent focus

✓ Increased transparency of cost categories
& drivers, enabling higher diligence

✓ Active monitoring & steering of spend
✓ Sustainable culture of cost-conscious
behavior and cost ownership

Learning from COVID-19
for further efficient growth
✓ Behavioral change including new working
modes & more virtual collaboration
✓ Further sharpened focus on managing key
spend categories, ensuring healthy spend
levels moving forward
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Culture
of cost
consciousness

✓ Active resource allocation to fuel strategic
growth opportunities

With solid proof points
✓ Over €400 m sustainable savings in focus
categories (such as professional fees,
marketing or events) supporting margin
improvement over the recent years
✓ Additional sustainable savings of 20% vs.
pre COVID-19 in travel & entertainment
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outlook

Group

Continued growth in H2 2021 despite tough comps in LS
Expected EBITDA pre development in 20211

Drivers of H2 development

[in € m YoY]

▪ Group-wide: slower growth compared to H1 2021 due to
heavy COVID-19 impact on H1 2020 and considerably
tougher comps in H2 from additional Life Science demand

illustration

▪ Healthcare: Lower non-recurring income H2 2021;
Fertility now comparing to recovering H2 2020
▪ Life Science: Continued positive COVID-19 tailwind at
expected slower pace, continuously strong base business
▪ Electronics: continued fast growth in Semiconductor
Materials further supported by DS&S
2020

Portfolio

FX

organic H1

organic H2

2021E

Continuous strong confidence in 2021 guidance of 12% to 14% organic growth in Group
sales and 21% to 25% organic growth in Group EBITDA pre
1

Based on mid-range of guidance from August 5: + 21 % to + 25 % YoY organic EBITDA pre growth, FX headwinds of -2% to -4% YoY; 2020 excluding Biogen provision release
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Group
Clear set of tasks to enable our 2030 ESG goals
Tasks

Development

In place

Results and next steps

Analysis of requirements: Strategy,
business, regulation, stakeholders

Ongoing due to developing field of ESG
stakeholder expectations and regulation

Build effective data platform for
internal steering

Feed in internal data, external data, industry
benchmarks and modelling projects in 2021

Develop ESG KPIs for reporting

Developing & evaluating ESG KPIs for steering,
milestones, decide on reporting in 2021

Develop SBV tool1 to measure
product sustainability value

SBV tool developed and tested in up to 10
cases by 2021

Link ESG2 to board compensation with
20% sustainability factor from 2022

Approved by AGM, qualitatively included,
quantitative factor to be developed in 2021

Further incorporate ESG in R&D,
Controlling, M&A and Supply Chain

ESG-Framework M&A/Capex in 2021,
progress in supply chain, controlling, R&D

Decide on dedicated investments
and initiatives to achieve targets

Business strategies and priorities under
development, budgeting & decisions in 2021

1Sustainable
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Business Value: Dive in deeper and read the research article on the SBV method; 2ESG: Environmental, Social, Governance

Group
Expanding KPIs to monitor and steer sustainability comprehensively
Target

1

Human
Progress

2

Sustainable
Value Chain

Exemplary KPIs to be implemented in 2021
# of people positively impacted by our technologies/products
% of new patent families with positive sustainability impact
Environment, health and safety: Incident rate
% of employees trained on sustainability
% of relevant suppliers that are covered by a sustainability
assessment/audit

3

Ecological
Footprint

Greenhouse gas emissions scope 1+2
Greenhouse gas emissions scope 3
Waste score & water intensity score

▪ KPI set will evolve over time
▪ External reporting requirements: 140+ ESG indicators
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Our sustainability ambition is
integrated in the Executive
Board compensation system
From 2021 onwards
Explicit reflection of the new targets on
qualitative level (profit sharing
modifier)
In addition, from 2022 onwards
Quantitative sustainability factor in
the long-term incentive plan for the
Executive Board
Set of sustainability KPIs will build the
underlying basis for the development
of the sustainability factor

Life Science
Strong growth and improved mid-term outlook
Life Science mid-term sales outlook
[in € m]

Drivers of strong mid-term outlook
▪ LS-wide: Above-market performance with continued
positive YoY growth rates despite expected fading
COVID-19 demand1

7 to 10% CAGR

▪ Process: Driving ~80% growth based on three main pillars

Research

(low single-digit)

▪ Capitalizing on strong demand for products for
traditional modalities via network / capacity
expansion and innovation (e.g. BioPharma 4.0)

Applied

(mid single-digit)

▪ Building scale in services for all modalities with a
focus on mAbs, hp-APIs, ADCs, viral vectors and mRNA

Process

(low to mid-teens)

▪ Templating products for novel modalities
2021E

COVID

Base

2025E

▪ Applied and Research: Building on strong positions with
continued robust growth in line with historical trends

Confident to deliver above-market growth
despite expected fading COVID-19 business
1Mid-term

organic sales outlook of 7 to 10% CAGR assumes fading COVID-19 related business between two scenarios: A) zero COVID-19 related business in 2025 [implied CAGR of 6 to 9%] and B) COVID19 related business in 2025 on 2021 level [implied CAGR of 8 to 11%]
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Healthcare
Growth driven primarily by innovation, augmenting a solid
established portfolio foundation
Positioned to accelerate
science & technology leadership

Mid single-digit
CAGR
contribute to
~75% of
growth

Profitable sales growth above global
pharmaceutical market (4.6% across
TAs until 2025)1
New products

2021

New
products

Risk-adjusted illustration

1

Established
portfolio

2025

▪

Evobrutinib (BTKi) to strengthen our
leadership position in Multiple Sclerosis

▪

Multiple assets within our targeted
Oncology TA focus

▪

Committed to drive our recent launches
Bavencio, Mavenclad® and Tepmetko®

Sustainable long-term growth for
Healthcare beyond 2025

Company estimates of mid-term growth outlook based on industry forecasts and reports from public research institutes (e.g. IQVIA Global Medicine Trend Report from April ’21)
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Electronics
Shifting gears from transformation to growth execution
From building a platform…

…to executing on growth
3 to 6% CAGR

Successful “Bright Future” transformation
▪ Superior business composition

~80% of
1
growth

▪ ~10 equally sized, differentiated tech platforms
▪ Wider customer base than ever before
▪ Balanced presence in all major customer hubs

▪ Clear focus on Semi & innovation
2021

Significantly higher Versum synergies
▪ Accelerated capex investment plan
▪ Smart localization
▪ Global presence & local proximity

▪ Display & Surface well managed
according to Enterprise Planning Unit role

Semiconductor Remaining
Solutions
portfolio
portfolio

2025

▪

Semiconductor Solutions: to grow 200 to 300bps2
above faster underlying market of 5% to 7%

▪

Display Solutions: low-single digit decline in the
coming years expected to return to growth until 2025

▪

Surface Solution: low single-digit growth post COVID19 turnaround
1) illustrative split by semiconductor solutions technology platform
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2) „Basis points”
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Executive
Summary

Executive

Summary

Finance priorities to accelerate
science & tech leadership
starting from a position of strength

Delivering
promised
growth
Executing clearly
defined Enterprise
Portfolio Unit roles

Driving focused &
disciplined capital
allocation

Leveraging
organizational agility
& cost discipline
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